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Transaction(6次)1. In order to keep the line moving, customers with

lengthy ____ are required to do their banking inside. (03/12)A)

transit B) transactions C) turnover D) tempos2. Retirement is

obviously a very complex ____ period. and the earlier you start

planning for it, the better. (03/6)A)transformation B)transmission

C)transaction D)transition 3. If you want this painkiller, you’ll

have to ask the doctor for a _____. (01/6)A)transaction B)permit

C)settlement D) prescription4. Cultural ________ indicates that

human beings hand their languages down from one generation to

another. (01/1)A) translation B) transition C) transmission D)

transaction 5. He attends to the _______ of important business

himself. (98/6)A) transaction B) transition C) transmission D)

transformation6. It will be safer to walk the streets because people will

not need to carry large amounts of cash. virtually all financial

_______ will be conducted by computer. (97/6)A) transactions B)

transmissions C) transitions D) transformationsFeeble(4次)1. The

reason why so many children like to eat this new brand of biscuit is

that it is particularly sweet and ＿＿＿. (05/6)A) fragile B) feeble C)

brisk D) crisp2. Certain species disappeared or became ______ as

new forms arose that were better adapted to the Earths changing

environment. (99/6)A) feeble B) extinct C) massive D)



extinguished3. The ties that bind us together in common activity are

so ______ that they can disappear at any moment. (99/1)A) trivial

B) fatal C) tentative D) feeble4. There is a _______ difference in

meaning between the words surroundings and environment.

(98/6)A) gentle B) subtle C) feeble D) humbleGloomy(4次)1. Very

few people could understand his lecture because the subject was very

____.(05/12)A) faint B) indefinite C)obscure D) gloomy2. In spite

of the ＿＿＿economic forecast, manufacturing output has risen

slightly. (05/6)A) faint B) dizzy C) gloomy D) opaque3. In spite of

the ______economic forecasts, manufacturing output has risen

slightly. (01/1)A) gloomy B) miserable C) shadowy D) obscure 4.

Although cats cannot see in complete darkness their eyes are much

more __________ to light than are human eyes. (98/1)A) glowing

B) brilliant C) sensitive D) gloomyEndow(3次)1. Apart from

philosophical and legal reasons for respecting patients wishes, there

are several practical reasons why doctors should ________ to

involve patients in their own medical care decisions. (05/1)A)

enforce B) endow C) endeavor D) enhance2. A membership card

____the holder to use the club’s facilities for a period of twelve

months. (03/9)A) approves B) authorizes C) rectifies D) endows3.

Some American colleges are state-supported, others are privately

_______ , and still others are supported by religious organizations.

(02/1) A) ensured B) attributed C) authorized D) endowed Drain(2

次)1. Scientists are pushing known technologies to their limits in an

attempt to ____more energy from the earth. (03/9)A) extract B)

inject C) discharge D) drain2. After four years in the same job his



enthusiasm finally ______. (00/6)A) deteriorated B) dispersed C)
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